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MAJOR OVERALL IN NEW YORK CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 

LAW TAKES EFFEC T 

For years, prosecutors in New 
York has exercised a distinct, 
and many would argue grossly 
unfair, advantage over  defend-
ants in criminal cases. “Trial by 
ambush” has been the norm 
where prosecutors have had free rein to delay turning over 
essential evidence until late stages of criminal proceedings, 
pressuring defendants and their lawyers to make difficult deci-
sions about whether to accept a plea deal or take their chanc-
es at trial based on limited disclosure of crucial and often ex-
culpatory information. The New York state legislature has now 
passed a reform package aimed at increasing fairness in the 
criminal justice system. 

Under the new law, the prosecution must turn over all evi-

dence gathered against criminal defendants within 15 days of 

arraignment, a major change for the state that previously had 

no such deadlines. While there has long been a requirement 

to provide exculpatory evidence, under the new law, police 

reports, witness statements, electronic recordings, grand jury 

transcripts, any and all electronic recordings, 911 calls, crime 

scene photographs, lab reports, expert opinion evidence and 

other material must be given to the defense without delay.1 

However, Prosecutors have argued that the newly enacted dis-

closure rules place an undue burden on their offices, require 

the hiring of new staff, and limit their ability to expeditiously 

resolve cases.2 

 



An even more controversial part of the new legis-

lation eliminates bail in most cases and removes 

impediments to speedy trials. Pretrial detention 

and cash bail is eliminated as an option 

in an estimated 90 percent of arrests. For the re-

maining cases, judges will maintain the option of 

setting cash bail. Judges must release most 

charged with misdemeanors and nonviolent felonies either on their own recognizance 

or with release conditions designed to ensure that the individual returns to court, such 

as pretrial supervision and text message reminders for court dates. In almost all violent 

felonies and certain nonviolent felonies, such as sex offenses and witness tampering, 

judges will retain the option to set cash bail. 3 

There has been strong opposition to the bail reform 

portion of the procedural overall among prosecutors 

and law enforcement. Felony-level burglary, drug 

sales and drunken driving charges,  will no longer be 

subject to bail requirements for defendants. With 

the new laws, drug dealers — unless identified as 

major traffickers — would not be subject to bail. Al-

so, in one of the more controversial parts of the law, those accused of two violent felo-

nies — second-degree burglary and second-degree robbery in some cases — also will 

not have to post bail for pretrial freedom. There is deep concern that many defendants 

will fail to show for court appearances, offenders will be out of jail and free to commit 

further crimes, and substance abusers will  be likely to continue using drugs and face 

increased risk of overdose.4 

Evolution of statutes, laws and rules applicable in criminal and civil proceedings is not 

unusual, it is the norm. While the new disclosure rules will require increased workload 

for the prosecution, defendants will be given their constitutionally mandated right to 

defend themselves fairly and effectively. Bail reform will create new challenges for track-

ing those who are arrested, but the many defendants who cannot afford bail will no 

longer be unfairly blocked from pre-trial release. 

 

https://www.courtinnovation.org/sites/default/files/media/document/2019/Bail_Reform_NY_full_0.pdf
https://www.vera.org/downloads/publications/new-york-new-york-2019-bail-reform-law-highlights.pdf
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Community survey efforts surpass expectations; unveiled at recognition 
ceremony 

https://www.nny360.com/

news/jeffersoncounty/

community-survey-efforts-

surpass-expectations-

unveiled-at-recognition-

ceremony/

article_1153cbb8-

c096-59f9-b018-

e91bd2eaa1f5.html  
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                    NEW DRUG OVERDOSE AWARNESS SYSTEM IMPLEMENTED 
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wireStory/battle-opioid-crisis-track-overdoses-real-time-67893440   

ALBANY, N.Y. -- Drug overdose patients rushed to some emergency rooms in New 

York's Hudson Valley are asked a series of questions: Do you have stable housing? 

Do you have food? Times and location of overdoses are noted, too. The infor-

mation is entered into a new overdose-tracking system that provides near real-

time glimpses into the ravages of the opioid-fueled drug crisis. The Hudson Valley 

Interlink Analytic System is among a number of surveillance systems being adopt-

ed around the country by police, government agencies and community groups. 

While the number of drug overdose deaths appears to have fallen nationally in 

2018 for the first time in nearly three decades, the overdose death rate remains 

about seven times higher than a generation ago. 

If there’s a spike in overdoses, the system will sent text alerts to health administra-

tors and community workers. 
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